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Lysander - Fulcra Corporate Securities Fund 
 

Q1 2017 Commentary 
 

Just when you thought quarterly investment fund commentary season was over, Fulcra decides to issue 

its inaugural report for the Lysander-Fulcra Corporate Securities Fund.  Maybe our tardiness can be 

attributed to the exciting first round of the NHL playoffs, or the desire to reduce the time a competitor 

can copycat our investments.  Either way, we are thrilled to be working with Lysander in providing retail 

investors a prospectus version of the Fulcra Credit Opportunities Fund (the “Fulcra Fund”) mandate that 

we have been running at Fulcra for almost eight years.  

As communication is the hallmark of any strong relationship (i.e. marriage), we thought it would be useful 

to use this first quarterly commentary as an opportunity to both introduce and refresh investors to the 

investment process at Fulcra.  

It all starts with understanding credit. While the Lysander-Fulcra Corporate Securities Fund (the “Lysander 

Fund”) is “technically” a balanced fund, we are corporate bond investors first and foremost. The Lysander 

Fund, like the Fulcra Fund, is a corporate bond fund that can advantageously acquire inefficiently priced 

equity-like securities (i.e. convertible debentures, preferred’s, and occasionally stock). 

When looking at potential investment candidates for the Lysander Fund, we first analyze the investment 

risks and merits of owning the debt (bonds/loans) of a company. If we like the company and find that the 

senior bond offers an attractive enough return, without the resident interest rate risk inflicted by many 

an “index”/ long duration bond, then we will target it for purchase. However, in cases where there isn’t a 

fixed income investment that, in our opinion, provides enough return potential and/ or protection against 

rising interest rates, we may consider securities lower in the capital structure.   

Due to our credit focused ways, we are most concerned about the return of capital as opposed to the 

return on capital. As a result, we often find ourselves retreating from dropping too low in the capital 

structure (i.e. stock) as it pulls us away from this capital preservation focus.   

When we do find an opportunity to invest in an “equity” like security, it is because we view it as a very 

low priced option on the fundamentals of the business improving and/ or the market subscribing a low 
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enterprise valuation on the company. In our experience, this “discount” can arise more frequently and 

with greater tenor with small to medium-sized enterprises.   

Due to the higher frequency of “cheaper” securities existing amongst small and medium-sized businesses, 

Fulcra is keenly dedicated to hunting for companies in this size range. While the definition may vary 

amongst market prognosticators we think of small to medium-sized companies as having enterprise 

values between $200 million and up to $10 billion.  Our sweet spot is certainly in the bottom 1/3 of this 

range.   

While focusing on smaller companies provides differentiation and the potential for discounted valuations, 

we also look for potential catalysts that will - in the case of bonds - ensure that our capital is returned at 

or prior to maturity, and together with stocks will surface the valuation discrepancy that can exist. This 

combination of cheap valuation and catalyst creates a margin of safety which we believe is critical to 

preserving capital.  

Convertible bonds (busted) - Temple Hotel converts  

We met the founder/ CEO of Temple 3 years ago. While the company had some interesting assets, the 

convertible bonds weren’t particularly attractive at the time and the Founder was too “promotional” for 

our liking. Fast forward a few quarters later, the company eliminates its dividend, the stock and 

convertible bonds drop in price, and Morguard Corp advantageously buys stock.  We took these credit 

friendly signals as an opportunity to do more work, concluding that the convertible bonds represented 

very good value. We still own the bonds today as they are short in maturity, have a very attractive cash 

yield and don’t require a High Interest Savings Account to fund (… an attempt of levity). 

Deep value credits - CNG Holdings bonds 

CNG is a private consumer finance company that operates in the US.  They started as a payday lender but 

have migrated their business over the last several years to more of an installment based model, which has 

allowed them to attract a higher quality customer base. CNG also owns a point of purchase financing 

business- the clients of which are some of the largest big box retailers in the US. While retail stores are 

generally seeing same store sales declines, businesses like CNG’s are all the more important.  We believe 

this business represents that “catalyst” to satisfy the take out of the bonds we own. In addition, the core 

business generates a substantial amount of free cash flow while the bonds trade at 1 times the total loan 

receivable value.  
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Credit Ratings arbitrage – Navistar bonds 

In the fall of 2016, VW announced that they were acquiring a 17% stake in Navistar for approximately 

$260 million. VW and Navistar are rated A3/ BBB+ and Caa1/ CCC+, respectively by Moody’s and Standard 

& Poors.  While we did not own the Navistar bonds before the VW announcement, we had been following 

the company, and shortly after this announcement bought the Navistar bonds after determining there 

was negligible deal risk.   

While you may think this is a precursor to a VW take out … you are absolutely right!  Over the past few 

years, VW has acquired the commercial truck businesses of Scania and MAN.  However, before taking full 

control, VW bought a minority stake in each first. Our view is that VW will eventually acquire Navistar 

outright. If this happens before the bonds mature in November, 2021 VW will have to bid US $101 as per 

the change of control provision.  If they don’t, we continue to clip our 8.1 % current yield. 

At Fulcra, we pride ourselves on providing a fundamental bottoms up and contrarian approach to 

investing. The Lysander Fund’s mandate is absolute return focused and is not benchmarked against any 

fixed income or balanced indices. Furthermore, the Lysander Fund has a flexible distribution policy and 

will only pay out what it earns from its investments.   

Thanks for your interest in the Lysander-Fulcra Corporate Securities Fund. We would encourage any 

comments, questions and/ or suggestions as they arise.  

 

Best regards, 

 

Fulcra Asset Management Inc. 
 

This document has been prepared by Fulcra Asset Management Inc. (“Fulcra”), and is for use by investment 
professionals only and not an invitation to invest in the Fulcra Credit Opportunities Fund (the “Fulcra Fund”) or the 
Lysander-Fulcra Corporate Securities Fund (the “Lysander Fund”). This does not constitute a public offering of sale.  
Purchases in the Fulcra Fund or the Lysander Fund can only be made through an Investment Professional on the 

terms in a fund’s offering memorandum or simplified prospectus by qualified investors. For example, only accredited 

investors may invest in funds sold via an offering memorandum.  Each purchaser of units in a fund may have 

statutory or contractual rights of action. The information in this document is subject to change without notice.  

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 
investments.  Please read the prospectus or offering memorandum before investing.  Mutual funds are not 
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 
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Information relating to the Fulcra Fund is provided for illustration purposes only. There is no assurance that the 
characteristics or performance of the Fulcra Fund will match that of the Lysander Fund. This is because the 
management fees, operating expenses and taxes incurred by the former are different to the latter.   

Nothing in this document is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice, nor an opinion 

regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. This is a publication of Fulcra and 

has been prepared solely for information purposes. It is made available on an "as is" basis. Fulcra does not make any 

warranty or representation regarding the information. 

Nothing in this presentation should be considered a recommendation to buy, sell or short a particular security. Any 

specific securities discussed are intended as an illustration of the portfolio manager’s security selection process. The 

Funds may sell these securities at any time, or purchase securities that have previously been sold. The securities or 

short positions may increase or decrease in value after the date hereof, and the Funds may accordingly gain or lose 

money on the investment in the securities. The statements by the portfolio manager in their commentaries are 

intended to illustrate their approach in managing the funds, and should not be relied upon for any other purpose. 

This document may contain forward-looking statements. Statements concerning a Fund’s or entity’s objectives, 

goals, strategies, intentions, plans, beliefs, expectations and estimates, and the business, operations, financial 

performance and condition are forward-looking statements. The words “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, 

“estimate”, “intend”, “aims”, “may”, “will”, “would” and similar expressions and the negative of such expressions 

are intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these 

identifying words. These forward- looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause 

actual results to differ materially from current expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on 

these forward-looking statements. While Fulcra considers these risks and uncertainties to be reasonable based on 

information currently available, they may prove to be incorrect. The information in this document is subject to 

change without notice. Fulcra does not assume any duty to update any of the information. 
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